Effect of polymer size and chain length on depletion interactions between two colloids.
A density functional theory based on the weighted density has been developed to investigate the depletion interactions between two colloids immersed in a bath of the binary polymer mixtures, where the colloids are modeled as hard spheres and the polymers as freely jointed tangent hard-sphere chain mixtures. The theoretical calculations for the depletion forces between two colloids induced by the polymer are in good agreement with the computer simulations. The effects of polymer packing fraction, degree of polymerization, polymer/polymer size ratio, colloid/polymer size ratio on the depletion interactions, and colloid-colloid second virial coefficient B2 due to polymer-mediated interactions have been studied. With increasing the polymer packing fraction, the depletion interaction becomes more long ranged and the attractive interaction near the colloid becomes deeper. The effect of degree polymerization shows that the long chain gives a more stable dispersion for colloids rather than the short chain. The strong effective colloid-colloid attraction appears for the large colloid/polymer and polymer/polymer size ratio. The location of maximum repulsion Rmax is found to appear Rmax approximately sigmac+Rg2 for the low polymer packing fraction and this is shifted to smaller separation Rmax approximately sigmac+sigmap2 with increasing the polymer packing fraction, where sigmap2 and Rg2 are the small-particle diameter and the radius of gyration of the polymer with the small-particle diameter, respectively.